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ABSTRUCT 
Since more than twenty years, economic systems in China experience continuous 
reforms, which cause significant changes in the operating environment of 
enterprises. These reforms require an effective accounting information system, 
which is capable to react to environment changes correspondingly and to provide 
related accounting information timely. Therefore, the evolution of accounting 
system attracts more and more attention in the accounting research community. The 
direction and strength of this evolution procedure affects not only the operation cost 
and risk of companies, but also the operating efficiency of the whole economy 
system. 
The focus of this dissertation is on the assets impairment write-downs evolution, 
which is becoming one of the essential components of Chinese accounting reforms. 
Meanwhile, within this thesis it is tried to provide a theoretical analysis and 
empirical proofs for the efficiency of this evolution. 
Theoretically, we investigate the historical development, measure essence, as 
well as the reasonability of assets write-downs, and its possible influences on the 
usefulness of accounting information. Thereafter, practical impacts of progressive 
evolution of assets write-downs on the usefulness of accounting information are 
verified by means of sample data of Chinese list companies. 
This thesis is organized as follows:  
In Chapter 1, introduction, the evolution process of assets write-downs policies in 
China is briefly addressed, where the motivation of our investigation is also 
included. Moreover, we clarify the principal concepts used throughout this thesis. 
Chapter 2 is devoted to the discussion about the historical development and 
measure essence of assets write-downs. Historical analysis shows that under 
uncertain conditions the principal-agent problem can be regarded as the common 
origin of accounting, accountability, and conservatism. When the expansion of 
principal-agent relationship causes changing on conservatism from property control 
to inventor protectionism, the accounting for assets write-downs comes into being. 
This shift of principal-agent relationship affects not only the evolution progress of 
assets write-downs, but also its emerging measure characteristics. Under modern 
economic environment characterized by the separation of ownership and control, 
the measure essence of assets write-downs can be described as the implement of 
conservatism accounting mode, or the conservative amendment of the conventional 
measure modes according to assets/liabilities perspective and decision usefulness 
perspective. 
The mechanism of uncertainty causing assets write-downs is analyzed in 
Chapter 3 thoroughly. According to current literature, the reasonability for the 
existence of assets write-downs is due to environment uncertainty. However, it is 
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on the information quality perspective. And the contracts perspective can only 
explain the effectiveness of assets write-downs for accountability. Therefore, the 
influence of assets write-downs on realizing the most important goal of modern 
accounting, namely, the decision usefulness, still necessitates theoretical 
fundamentals. Based on behavioral economics, this dissertation provides novel 
explanations from the investor decision's viewpoint, aiming to fill this theoretical 
gap in the current literature. 
Specifically, the asymmetry measure of assets write-downs is capable to combat 
asymmetric benefits in enterprise contracts, asymmetric information as well as 
asymmetric contracts payoffs, and to combat the sensing asymmetry of bounded 
rational inventors during considering gains and losses, and their tasting asymmetry 
for frame. Hence, under uncertain conditions, the accounting for assets write-downs 
exhibits an excellent suitability for measuring accountability and decision 
usefulness. The analysis for reasonability of assets write-downs illustrates the 
superiority over pure historical cost and fair value accounting (also referred to as 
neutral accounting). Accordingly, the popularity of assets write-downs can be 
explained by its fulfillment of decision requirements, which include contract 
requirements in the wide sense, of users of accounting information rather than to 
provide simple compromise or temporary short-term means. 
Chapter 4 discusses influences of assets write-downs policies on the usefulness of 
accounting information. Generally speaking, assets write-downs improves the 
reliability of accounting information, but degrades the timeliness (relativity) at the 
same time, compared to neutral accounting. If we distinguish gains information and 
losses, it can be found that assets write-downs results in a higher reliability of gains 
information and a stronger relativity in losses information. Therefore, assets 
write-downs asymmetrically affects the quality of accounting information, which 
meets requirements of decision usefulness and accountability on accounting 
information system. Moreover, separate disclosure of assets write-downs plays a 
signaling role. Through passing this inherent information about accounting policy 
choice of managers to inventors, this signaling functionality of assets write-downs 
enhances decision usefulness of accounting reports. 
However, the final execution of assets write-downs is constrained by the behavior 
of managers in enterprises. Since the assets write-downs policy in our country 
differs from conservatism in its strict sense, it shows conservation as a whole, but 
partial in-conservation at the same time. As a result, this situation provides more 
free space for the earning management of managers, which may degrade the 
decision usefulness of accounting information. 
Based on the theoretical analysis carried out in Chapter 4, we investigate 
practical effects of assets write-downs policy in improving the decision usefulness 
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capital, i.e., entirely A-share companies, serve as investigation objective. Our 
empirical results verify that the evolution of the assets write-downs policy makes 
accounting information more conservative in fact. As one component of accounting 
earnings, assets write-downs information, which delivers assets quality information, 
has incremental value relevance. And this incremental value relevance is not 
affected by earning management in enterprises. In contrast, earning management 
affects the value relevance of separate disclosure of assets write-downs information. 
Under loose earning management, i.e., less controls of accounting information, 
assets write-downs provides signaling with positive pricing effect, while this 
signaling functionality of assets write-downs is damaged under strong earning 
management (i.e., more controls of accounting information). Consequently, assets 
write-downs does not obviously exhibit functionality of value relevance. Empirical 
results obtained in this Chapter verify our pervious normative analysis for assets 
write-downs accounting. 
Finally, conclusions are given in Chapter 6, where we also summarize main 
results and relevant contributions obtained in this thesis. 
Our research results imply that conservatism measure mode is a suitable choice 
under uncertain conditions. Currently, because the external market is not mature 
enough in our country, therefore, it is more effective to perform accounting system 
reform advancing to conservatism, e.g., by means of the promotion of assets 
write-downs accounting system.  
Through the systematic research on the efficiency of evolution of assets 
write-downs policy, this thesis achieves four relevant contributions to accounting 
theory as follows: 
Firstly, we analyze the historical development of assets write-downs accounting 
from institutional economics' viewpoint. It is concluded that the development of 
principal-agent conflict is the origin of appearance and development of assets 
write-downs accounting. 
Secondly, we point out drawbacks of current assets write-downs accounting 
theory. Moreover, we propose the measure essence of assets write-downs. 
Furthermore, the behavioral economics theory is introduced to the analysis of 
assets write-downs. Consequently, the mechanism of uncertainty causing assets 
write-downs can be analyzed from accountability and decision usefulness two 
perspectives, which fills the theoretical gap in the current literature. 
Last but not least, we provide theoretical analysis and empirical proofs for the 
decision usefulness of assets write-downs accounting in China. As a result, this 
thesis enriches the positive research of assets write-downs in China. 
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会计界一直受到严厉的批判，在实务中更是被广泛地禁止使用。直至 B 股与 H
股的发行，使得部分（外资）上市公司除了需要按照中国会计准则编制会计报
告外，还应当使会计报告的编制程序和方法符合国际会计准则或香港联交所的
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